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BLUEcloud Analytics brings enterprise-class reporting to your 

library. With completely flexible reports and powerful visualizations, 

you can easily find the information you need to make a decision.

Data made simple
BLUEcloud Analytics gives you fully-customized, elegant reports 

delivering exactly the datasets you want in ways you can 

understand. Built on the robust MicroStrategy Platform using the 

latest version (10), BLUEcloud Analytics now gives more options 

for consuming your data, with fewer demands on staff to create 

reports.

Make your reports work for you
Create your own reports with BLUEcloud Analytics using any 

combination of the data you track—from catalog items to bills and 

users. Not sure where to start? BLUEcloud Analytics comes with 

BLUEcloud
Analytics

Product Highlights
– Elegant, interactive,

visualized data

– Tiered subscription for
exactly the features you need
and none that you don’t

– Choose from an extensive
catalog of stock reports or
pull from more than 700 data
elements for building your own

– Easy distribution with
automated delivery and
streamlined sharing options



Share what you want, when you want,  
how you want
Set permissions for individual reports, and BLUEcloud 

Analytics will only show users what you want them to 

For more information contact us at 800.288.8020 or visit sirsidynix.com

Essentials
Let SirsiDynix set up and schedule 
reports for you, or let your team 
customize, run, and schedule their 
own reports. 

Plus
Includes Essentials features. Plus 
more users, more years of data, 
and the option to incorporate 
non-ILS data. 

Pro
Includes Plus features along 
with unlimited Reporter and 
Analyst accounts, 5 years of 
historical transaction data, and 
the most customizations.

BLUEcloud Analytics Packages

pre-made reports that you can use out-of-the-box or as 

a base for customization. Or select from the BLUEcloud 

Analytics Report Catalog, an ever-growing bank of 

shared reports from libraries like yours.

With new tiered options, BLUEcloud Analytics allows 

you to scale your subscription to suit your needs and 

resources.

Spend your time on insights, not extractions 

Build as needed, or set up BLUEcloud Analytics to 

automatically generate your reports of choice.  With 

no manual uploading, your extractions happen 

automatically, quickly, and securely. Hands-off 

extractions means you have more time to analyze and 

make important decisions.

Dive in with professionally designed 

stock reports or work with SD to 

customize exactly what you need. 

BLUEcloud Analytics delivers your 

data as you like it.  

see. Or BLUEcloud Analytics can automatically email 

interactive reports in the format of your choosing 

(PDF, HTML, XLS, CSV), so your staff get detailed 

information without touching a live report.


